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1 Introduction 
 
In our case we are dealing with a fundamentally new streaming procedure. For the successful 
implementation of our interactive audio streaming, with which all types of browser supported 
applications in intra- and Internet can be made audio interactive, fundamental knowledge is 
required of an area that, as such, doesn’t presently exist: Interactive Audio Design. 
 
- up to now audio has not been a priority for multimedia designers. In fact they have shown 
themselves to be satisfied with the existing dominance of image and text on the Internet. The 
multimedia industry has managed to reintroduce the silent film by way of the Internet. In 
contrast, we seek to discover the sound button for the next era of the Internet.  
 
2 Underway to a new online sound-world  
 
In principle the idea was very simple. It was the year 2000 and we were astonished that the 
Internet in the age of the new economy – fed by unfettered investor fantasies and the 
dangerous drug of surplus capital – remained so quiet and un-ambitious. We had a vision, that 
somehow more sound needed to be brought into the mix, that we were on the eve of a medial 
leap that would finally justify the multi in the overblown phrase multimedia. As a circle of 
computer scientists, designers, philosophers and businessmen came together, something 
completely new and unexpected emerged.  
Maybe we simply asked the right questions back then. We didn’t want to know which audio 
codec could be employed to transmit more sound over the Internet or how one could overtake 
the traditional streaming providers with some trick or other. We posed ourselves the 
fundamental question: What type of technology do we require in order to make audio on the 
Internet as freely available and natural as it is on television and in the cinema? Then came a 
further, no less important question: How must this form of audio be constituted in order to 
correspond to the new communication characteristics and potential of the Internet?  
 
 
Naturally we had carefully examined all other available audio technology. Above all we were 
fascinated by the big streaming providers Microsoft (Media Player), Real Networks (Real 
Player) and Apple (Quicktime). We asked ourselves how these providers managed to 
establish themselves, forcing megabytes of plugin-software onto their users before they even 
got to hear or see anything. Of course we also observed how interesting audio effects could be 
integrated into websites using Flash (Macromedia). However our demands quickly rose to a 



 

level where we had the impression that none of the existing applications would be able to 
meet our expectations. Each of us began to notice the lack of a personalized and interactive 
audio dimension when surfing, as if one couldn’t find the sound button on the television.  
Maybe our background also played a role in this. The technicians amongst us were too young 
to belong to that generation of secretive computer scientists to whom every commercial or 
user friendly development of the Internet was considered a betrayal - and that had never 
turned on their loud speakers to allow sound from the Internet to desecrate their holy, cryptic 
online interface. The designers in the team had already seen too many expensive, intricate and 
senseless interface designs on the Internet - the result being that they intended to place more 
emphasis on user oriented applications. The whole thing came about due to dissatisfaction, 
inspiration and a sense of caution.  
 
The patent with its extensive claims was granted in its entirety. Following this Prof. Dr. 
Karlheinz Brandenburg, the inventor of MP3, became an associate of our company and the 
Investitionsbank BerIin (Investment Bank Berlin) provided us with extensive development 
funds. Now with Günther Jauch as a further investor, Audiantis GmbH, after five years, is 
finally ready.  
 
3 The new technology: Interactive audio streaming 
 
Now down to business: What is interactive audio streaming? The streaming technology 
presently employed on the Internet functions like radio and television transmissions, 
according to the simple sender–receiver principle. Pre-produced files are streamed to the user 
computer in a monotone fashion, without any further interaction from the server. With the 
traditional monotone streaming procedure (we call it silly streaming) the possibilities of 
today’s Internet remain unused.  

 
Diagram 1: Streaming today 
 
Our procedure can extract a great deal more1. It builds an uninterrupted connection between 
the client and the server. Instead of the simple turning on and off of a requested stream file, 
the client-server system establishes a permanently navigable circuit which can be controlled 
by the cursor, i.e. movements of the user’s mouse pointer. The stream has a new quality as the 
user continually controls and modulates its configuration.  
The system’s intelligence and therefore its complexity is entirely situated on the server side. 
All that is required on the client side is a small player (40-200 kB) that is transmitted at the tip 
of the stream and, when the user allows, is automatically installed. As our procedure is 
                                                 
1 A good summary of interactive streaming against the background of traditional streaming procedures is to be found at [Ihle04]. 



 

compatible with all types of stationary (PC, workstations etc.) and mobile end devices 
(laptops, PDA, smartphones, etc.) capable of going online in an intra- or Internet using a 
browser application, when I speak of “clients” in the following, I will be referring to the sum 
of all possible end devices. 

 
Diagram 2: iSound Stream  
 
Websites that are supported by iSound receive their own audio dimension, enabling the user 
to conduct their own sound by means of movements of the mouse pointer. The user can, 
according to the service offer of the website provider or the extent of the licence, compile 
their own audio menu for the duration, e.g. be addressed either by a male or female voice, 
select language or style of the background music, help functions for those with visual 
impairment or reading difficulties, Text-to-Speech-Streaming (TTSS) or navigation aids for 
complex actions such as purchases or E-government. What is decisive about this new 
procedure is the unlimited choice of audio sources that can be mixed in real time in one and 
the same stream. This effectively means that all users physically receive their own, 
completely individual stream. This is interactive audio.  



 

 
Diagram 3: Traditional and interactive streams  
The Audiantis technology is especially suited for the small displays of mobile end devices 
such as PDAs, smartphones and mobile phones. It can support each pixel with audio data 
mixed in real time. The Mobile iSound application will enable users to comfortably receive a 
stream of additional information or entertainment content, without switching web pages or 
waiting for the page to load. In addition, the streaming software automatically recognises the 
required platform and thus is able to best serve all manner of end devices according to their 
technical capabilities. This increase in the user friendliness of mobile end devices includes 
reduced waiting time for the transmission of information. If the mobile clients understand 
Voice-XML, or comparable speech-to-text applications, then the Mobile iSound server can 
answer with Voice Response Sounds. Mobile iSound is presently compatible with 
GSM/CELP, HSCSD, GPRS, iMode, WCDMA and UMTS.  
 
 
This form of audio interactivity reduces the required data volume in both stationary and 
mobile Internet by a factor of 5 as opposed to that with comparable video transmissions with 
streaming. It is not just the production but also the storage and traffic costs that are 
correspondingly lower. Additionally, human perception is far more tolerant of errors with the 
medium of audio compared to video – no one watches a streamed film that is fuzzy. One is 
prepared to make more concessions, e.g. when due to fluctuating bandwidth a simpler codec 
is selected and the transmission quality temporarily sinks. These capabilities bring with them 
considerable added value for providers, network operators and suppliers of online services of 
all types. Their users and customers receive a considerable increase in user friendliness and 
comfort, delivered in smaller and thus more economical data packets. The costs for the 
deployment of iSound, including production, configuration, licence and traffic costs are 
between 0.2 and 2.0 EUR cents per visit (duration 10 min).  
 
 
 



 

Diagram 4: Signals from multiple sources 
 
The benefit for the customer lies in the considerable increase in user friendliness, the usability 
and the emotional appeal of the websites. The general perception of the Internet changes 
fundamentally as a result of the introduction of this new, sensuously appealing and interactive 
audio dimension. It increases the willingness of the user to enter transactions as audio 
interactive websites are more personal, entertaining and informative. They also reach those 
people who haven’t yet felt “spoken to” by the largely text based Internet. 
 
4 The audio problem within multimedia 
 
We now have the basic technology which we believe will become the audio infrastructure of 
the Internet in the next few years – but we don’t as yet know who we can trust this technology 
to for the process of integrating it into the products of our end customers, i.e. generally the 
operators of websites or intranets. The back end, our server software iSound, is very easy to 
implement. However we still don’t know who could professionally design the corresponding 
front end with a tailor made Audio Content Management System (ACMS). During the 
development phase we came to realise, with a certain sense of unease, that there is no clearly 
established discipline within the multimedia sector that one could call interactive audio design 
or audio usability. And this is precisely what interactive streaming is all about. We are 
making available a wide variety of new configuration and design possibilities for browser 
based interfaces, but who can develop these possibilities and apply them in the interests of our 
clients?  
We gradually came to experience what you could call a History of Not Listening, a form of 
systematic expulsion of the audio dimension from the paradigm of multimedia 
communication.  
The first significant programme of the art of listening for the bourgeois aesthetic was 
formulated in the 18th century. Johann Georg Sulzer in his Allgemeinen Theorie der Schönen 
Künste (General Theory of the Fine Arts), published in 1771/74, spoke of the evident 
connection between music, emotion and reason [Sulz67]. The fine arts, of which music is the 
highest, have the task of educating man in the morally good through the experience of 



 

pleasant sensations. This was actually a very good approach. However the great and without 
doubt in other respects venerable philosopher Immanuel Kant was more cautious. In his Kritik 
der Urteilskraft (Critique of Aesthetic Judgement), his monumental work on aesthetics, he 
was at first bemused by the effect of music on people as the rhythmical „trembling“ of its 
medium, the air, is not just registered by the human ear – it also, strangely, has an immediate 
effect on the sentiments. 
Kant distrusted music’s direct access to our cerebral cortex and our feelings. He also criticised 
music for its lack of certain urbanity, as he expressed it – forcing its way beyond the circle of 
immediate listeners and out into the surroundings, robbing the unsuspecting listener of his 
freedom. Kant considered painting to be a higher form as it extends into the realm of ideas 
and is not satisfied, as in the case of music, with sensations devoid of rational categories. Kant 
was equally suspicious of the improvised speech as he suspected it of having a purely 
mechanical effect upon the understanding of the listener, above all when it emanates from the 
pulpit or the lectern [Kant88].  
In a freely constructed genealogy of the visual arts it may be admissible to include Kant, the 
audio-critical philosopher, in the ancestral line of the present day multimedia designers - for 
they have other prominent forefathers, who, at most, are only willing to recognise the audio 
dimension as a strummed accompaniment to communication. Harold Warner, co-founder of 
Warner Bros., was nearly responsible for preventing a multimedia revolution in 1927. „Who 
the hell wants to hear actors speaking?“ was his commentary on the production of The Jazz 
Singer, the first talking movie in history. Luckily his brothers were smarter and in the 
majority. They let the actors improvise in order to save on the costs for a dialog script, 
allowing them to speak a grand total of 362 words between the dominant musical sections - 
amongst others the famous first line in talking movie history: „Wait a minute, you ain't heard 
nothin' yet!“  
Isn’t it crazy that the most emotional, powerful, most viscous, most easily processed, stored 
and transmitted medium in the multimedia spectrum has up to now been so poorly treated? 
That web designers are not even required to spare a thought for audio? It is not as if we are 
the first people to bring sound onto websites. But does anybody know an interesting and 
appealing web presence that employs audio seriously and intelligently? We don’t.  
 
The deployment of audio by browser supported applications in intra- and Internet is still in its 
infancy. We are familiar with audio books on the web, video streaming, radio stations and 
here and there a few attempts to employ audio as click-feedback in an atmospheric manner. 
That is it. One of the only useable books on audio design is Wolfgang Rossbach’s Sound für 
Webdesigner (Sound for Web Designers)[Ross03]. It is revealing that Rossbach, who 
concentrates on the integration of audio in flash, is unable to reference any further literature 
on the topic.  
It is really incredible: millions of people are fascinated by the musical, and in a wider sense, 
acoustic dimension of the world. In point of fact the mammalian sense of hearing is supported 
by the sensory organ with the highest spectral resolution. The cochlea contains individual 
receptor cells for a large number of different sound frequencies. However we have only found 
a handful of experts who have systematically thought about multi-layered audio deployment 
in the new media. Is there a prize or a competition for good audio design? We are not aware 
of any, we are actually considering offering such a prize in future ourselves. Naturally we are 
familiar with the Deutsche Institut für Akustik [DIAk] (German Institute for Acoustic), 
Professor Stephen Brewsters exciting Glasgow Multimodal Interaction Group [GMIG], the 
International Community for Auditory Display [ICAD], the famous Institut de Recherche et 
Coordination Acoustique/Musique von Pierre Boulez [IRCAM], the work of Alfred Tomatis 
on the psychology of hearing [Toma05] and the interesting studies and experiments on 



 

acoustic deceptions [AKT05]. However there is little material that addresses our concerns. As 
an aside: Please inform us if we have overlooked anyone! We need the need the knowledge, 
the creativity and the support of these pioneers.  
Knowledge of the nature, effect and configuration of audio is thin on the ground. A complete 
profession required for our business model is missing, a profession that we will first have to 
create: the audio designer. This profession will have to master a new discipline which we will 
give the provisional name audio-usability. Audio usability, must, amongst other things, call 
on the findings from psychoacoustics - considered a part of physics - music theory and 
research into cognition.  
In order to respond to this situation we are presently developing, in combination with the 
Frauenhofer Institute and the TU (Technical University) of Ilmenau, a scientifically based 
style guide for interactive audio streaming and, above all, audio-usability. The first results 
have already proven highly interesting. In the relevant ISO norms 9241-10 and 14915-1/-2/-3 
for the design and production of multimedia content and applications there are a number of 
indices and ideas for audio design. Ultimately a fundamental work for audio design should 
result, containing the most important recommendations for multimedia professionals. 
However there is a long way to go. We still need to commission a whole series of usability 
tests, the likes of which no one has conducted up to now.  
However we have already established a number of fundamentals. The brain retains 
approximately 10% of what we read, 20% of what we hear, 30% of what we see, 50% of what 
we see and hear and 90% of what we do ourselves. From this we can conclude that our brain 
learns most effectively when a number of the senses are stimulated simultaneously.  
When emotions are aroused then these effects are likely to be intensified. Interactivity during 
the learning process appears to be even more effective. This means: discovering for oneself, 
trying things out, learning from ones mistakes in an entertaining manner. It is in the nature of 
man to experience things using all his senses. There are already a number of approaches that 
are directed towards the emancipation of learning from the one sided focus on cognition and 
intellect, encompassing an “emotionally accented logic” as well as multi-sensory approaches. 
This requires the learning process to be transformed, in effect, into a de-learning process. 
More enthralling learning games are required, developed utilising the full range of multimedia 
possibilities. An intelligent deployment of audio is in the position to dramatically increase the 
learning capacity of the brain. 
 
5 Visions 
 
We are confronted with the problem of heralding the age of talking movies on the Internet, 
assisted only by silent film experts. The visual infrastructure of the Internet is in large part 
complete. We know that 3D visualisation is coming and that it will be a fascinating extension 
to the browser interface. However now is the age of interactive sound. The browser windows 
on the displays of stationary and mobile end devices will in future be the most important 
interface between the individual and their digitally expanded environment - within which both 
human and machine intelligences converse. They will take on the role of secondary synapses 
in a world in which data connections connect people, not simply for the exchange of 
information but also increasingly for the transport of emotions.  
 
Conclusion: 
 

The Internet and all intranets will soon be audio interactive, that means: more 
attractive, informative, entertaining and exciting. This requires that the 
multimedia industry rediscovers a previously neglected dimension for creative 



 

design and online interaction: Audio.  
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